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Division of Records and Reporting 
Betty Easley Conference Center 
4075 Esplanade Way 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0870 

Re: Docket No.: 000121-TP 

Dear Ms. Bayo: 

On behalfofZ-Tel Communications, Inc., AT&T Communications ofthe Southern States, 
Inc., MCI WorldCom Communications, Inc., and DIECA Communications Company d/b/a Covad 
Communications Company, hereinafter referred to as the Joint ALECs', enclosed please the original 
plus 15 copies of the Joint Motion for Clarification Or, In the Alternative, Suggestion for 
Recommendation on the Commission's Own Motion, as well as the original and 15 copies of the 
Request for Oral Argument. 

Please return a date stamped copy to me. Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 
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BEFORE THE 
FLORIDA PUBLXC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Investigation into the Establihent of 
Operations Support Systems Permanent 
Pefiormance Measures for Incumbent Local 
Exchange Telecommunications Companies 

Docket No.: 000121-Tp 

Filed: October 29,2001 
/ 

JOINT MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION OR, IN TEE ALTERNATIVE, 
SUGGESTION FOR REEONSIDERATION ON 

TE€X COMMISSION'S OWN MOTION 

2-Tel Comunications, Inc. (Z-Tel), AT&T Communications of the Southern States, Inc. 

(AT&T), MCI WorldCom Communications, Inc., (WorldCom), and DlECA Communications 

Company d/b/a Covad Communications Company (Covad), hereinafier referred to as the Joint 

ALECs, respectmy request the Commission to c lam Order No. PSC-01-1819-FOF-TI?. In the 

alternative, Joint ALECs request the Commission to reconsider the Order on its own motion. In 

support, Joint K E C s  show the following: 

MOTION FOR CLAEUF'ICATION 

In this docket, BellSouth proposed a performance plan under which the size of any penalty 

would be a function of the degree of severity of BellSouth's poor performance and the number of 

transactionsinwhich BellSouth'sperfbrmaflce fell short ofthe standards established by the plan. The 

BellSouth plan is a "transactions-based" plan. 

The Joint ALECs proffered a different plan under which the mount ofthe penalty would be 

a fimction of the degree of severity of BellSouth's poor performance, but not the numbers of ALEC 

transactions. The Joint ALEC plan is a "measure-based" plan. 

Importantly, under the proposals of'bothBellSouth andthe ALECs, the amount ofthe penalty 

would increase with an increase in the severity of BellSouth's poor pesformance @e., the degree to 



which BellSouth’s service to ALECs diverged fiomits service to its own customers). Staff witness 

Paul Stallcup recognized this fact in his’testimony, noting: 

Both remedy methods contain two additional features that allow the basic penalty 
amounts to be increased. The first feature increases the penalty amounts in. response 
to increases in the degree, or severity of the non-compliance. (TR-60). 

Furthermore, in his own testimony, Staff witness Paul Stallcup sponsored a ‘ktrawm”’ 

proposal under which the amount of the penalty would increase with an increase in the severity of 

BellSouth’s deficient performance. 

During his deposition, which was admitted into evidence as Exhibit 12, Staff requested Z-Tel 

witness Dr. George Ford to provide a late-filed exhibit consisting of a “hybrid” pe~ormance plan 

(i.e., a plan that selects and incorporates the better attributes ofBellSouth’s transactions-based plan, 

the ALEC’s measure-based plan, and the %ttrawman” plans). Under Dx. Ford’s proposed hybrid, 

the amount of the penalty a) would increase with an increase in the severity of BellSouth’s deficient 

performance; b) would depend on the number ofALEC transactions; and c) would vary by the type 

of measure. 

In short, without exception, every performance plan sponsored in this docket featured a 

penalty mechanism under which the amount of the penalty would increase with an increase in the 

severity of the identified violation. The Joint ALECs believe the reason is obvious. We see evidence 

of this in everyday life. Ifthe penalty for exceeding the speed limit by 5 miles an hour were $100 

dollars and the penalty for exceeding the speed limit by 30 miles an hour were also $100, then 

speeders would have an incentive to speed more -- or violate the law to a greater degree. Obviously, 

travehg 30 miles over the speed limit poses a greater threat to public safety, so higher penalties are 

imposed to deter the more damaging behavior. 
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The same reason explains why, in every known enforcement scheme, the penalty for an 

offense increases with the severity of the offense. Here, fhe purpose of a penalty mechanism is to 

overcome BellSouth’s incentive to discriminate against its competitors (or its lack of incentive to 

remedy pefiormance problems). To incent BellSouth to provide parity service, penalties must 

increase with the severity of the violation. Ethey do not, BellSouth’s incentive to perform at parity 

or closer to parity is entirely diminished. If the penalty is set at a low amount that remains fixed, 

without regard to increases in the seventy of the poor perfimnance, the plan, instead of acting as a 

deterrent, will instead perversely provide BellSouth with an incentive to discriminate as severely as 

possible. Instead of acting as a deterrent, the plan would invite and encourage discriminatory 

behavior. 

Ixa Order No. PSC-O1-1819-FOF-TP, the Commission compared the features of the plans 

proposed by BellSouth and Joint ALECs. The Commission discussed, among other things, perceived 

shortcomings in both methodologies. At page 162-164, the Commission stated: 

Because the evidence demonstrates that there are hdamental flaws in both the 
BellSouth and ALEC Coalition remedy plans, we have no choice but to require a 
remedy plan which incorporates the better features ofthe two. First, we fmd that the 
remedy plan must, at least initially, be measure-based given what we believe to be 
serious issues with BellSouth’s parity gap and affected volume calculations. Over 
time, it may be possible to evolve to a transaction-based system, with a minimum 
payment, an idea mentioned by Z-Tel witness Ford. Ethe issues with BellSouth’s 
paritygap and affectedvolume calculations can be solvedthroughtheperiodic review 
process, we beliewe that transaction-based remedies, with a minimum payment 
provision, would be preferable in concept. For now, however, we see no choice but 
to require that a measure-based remedy plan be adopted. 

Based on the above considerations, BellSouth shall develop a remedy plan which 
includes certain features. Remedies &all be meawe-based, rather than transaction- 
based, and shallvary by type of measure and duration for Tier I, and type of measure 
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for Tier 2. The relative relationships between the various measure-based remedy 
payments shall be consistent with the relative relationdlips between the various 
BellSouth proposed, transaction-based remedy payments. Tier 1 remedies shall be set 
such that the average Month 1 remedy approximates the $2,500 payment 
recommended by the ALEC Coalition. 

At page 141 of Order No. PSC-O1-1819-FOF-TP, the Co“ission acknowledged that the 

provisions of the order would require hterpretation. The Order established a post-order procedure 

intended to enable Staff and parties to work together to fashion a performance plan that would 

conform to the Commissioners’ intent. During the first meeting held on October 15,200 1 to discuss 

the matter, Joint ALECs learned that Staff and BellSouth, on one hand, and Joint ALECs, on the 

other, had been hterprethg Order No. PSC-O1-1819-FOF-”F far differently. Joht ALECs 

interpreted the Order to require BellSouth to submit a measure-based plan that would include a 

penalty mechanism that would draw fi-om the features of the BellSouth plan but would incorporate 

a measure-based ?“rity” €eatme, since all proposed plans had such a feature. During the meeting 

of October 15, 2001, Joint ALECs learned that Staff and BellSouth believe the Commission 

intended BellSouth to prepare a plan under which the penalty established for each measure would 

remain aJixed amount, regardless of the severity of BellSouth ’s deficient performance. 

During the meethg, Staff itlfomed Joint ALECs that Staffintended, in its memorandum of 

August 2, 2001, to recommend that the Cornmission prescribe a performance plan containing no 

“severity” component. Prior to October 15, Joint ALECs did not read Staffs recommendation to 

reqyire this result. Having since reviewed the written recommendation and the audio recording of 

the dialogue among Commissioners and Staff during the decision conference of August 14, 2001, 

Joint AEECs believe a failure of communication between Staffand Commissioners also maywellhave 

occurred, md that the intent of the Commission Wered fi-om S t a s .  This belief is based on the 
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following : 

1. At no point in the StaEMemorandum ofAugust 2,2001; the agenda coderence of 

August 14,2001; or in Order No. PSC-Ol-1819-FOF-TP, did the Staff or Commission state that 

BellSouth is to exclude “severity” as a component of the penalty calculation in the plan it is to submit. 

(The fact that the Commission concluded that it could not approve the BellSouth ‘)an’.@ gap’’ 

methodology for measuring severity and would therefore direct BellSouth to implement a measure- 

based plan ‘Tor now” says nothing about eliminating the severity feature, as the severity concept is 

a bdamental component of a measure-based plan and all measure-based plans proposed by the 

parties included a severity feature. Nor does the average $2500 penalty prescribed by the order 

preclude a severity component, as the ALECs’ proposal of minimum and maximum penalties per 

measure codd account for severity while codorming to this requirement. 

2. In the absence of a calculation methodology that ties the amount of the penalty to the 

severity ofthe offense, and given the average $2500 penalty prescribed by Order No.PSC-01-1819- 

FOF-TP, BellSouth could pay a low “flat” amount and discrktkate as as severely as it pleases. To 

illustrate: Ifthe Commission approves penalty levels contained in BellSouth’s post-order submission, 

and BellSouth subsequently were to refuse to provide any orders for a given ALEC over an entire 

year, the total penalty paid by BellSouth would be $34,050 ( The ALECs’ proposed plan would levy 

a $6.4 million penalty for the same performance deficiency). In other words, eliminating the 

relationship of cLseveTity)’ to the penalty calculation would effectively eviscerate the plan. Yet, the 

extreme radca t ions  of eliminating the relationship between severity and the amount ofthe penalty 

were not mentioned or discussed by the Commissioners during their deliberations. 

3. There is no evidence in the record to support a plan that computes penalty levels 
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without considering the severity of the poor performance. 

4. One feature of the plan is a cap on BellSouth’s exposure to penalty payments. The 

Commission adopted an annual cap equal to 39% of BellSouth’s operating revenues - the same cap 

that the parties associatedwith a penalty plan that would impose far higher penalties on more severe 

violations of the standards of the plan. Ethe intent had been to reduce the exposure as dramatically 

as a “single penalty amount’’ concept -- hereby effectively reducing BellSouth’s exposure to pennies 

on the dollar when compared to the parties’ proposals -- there would have been no reason to 

incorporate a cap of the same magnitude. 

For these reasons, Joint ALECs believe it was not the Commission’s intent to sever the 

relationship between the severity of a violation and the amount of the corresponding penalty when 

it voted to require BellSouth to prepare a measure-based plan. Rather, Joint ALECs believe the 

Commission’s intent was to adopt a measure-based plan that incorporates a meame-based severity 

feature pending m e r  exploration ofBellSouth’strmsaction-based approach daring thereview cycle 

established by Order No. PSC-01-1819-FOF-TP. The Joint ALECs respectllly request the 

Commission to clan@ that this was its intent, and direct BellSouth to proceed to develop its 

performance plan accordingly. 

ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTION FOR RIECONSlDERATION 
ON TEIE COMMISSION’S OWN MOTION 

In the event Joint ALECs are mistaken in thef belief that the Commission’s intent was to 

incorporate a severity component inthepefiormanceincentiveplan, JohtALEC!srespectfi.iUy suggest 

that the Commission should, on its own motion, reconsider its decision to remove the severity 

component. The basis for this suggestion is that the record supports the use of a measures-based 
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severity feature, and to conclude otherwise would be to commit an error that will -- unless and until 

a severity component is added in the h t w e  -- literally doom the Commission’s effort to implement 

an effective performaace plan.’ 

In Order No. PSC-01- 1819-FOF-TP the Commission recognized that the concept ofparity, 

or non-discrimination, by definition involves the absence of any difference in means. (At 148). The 

difference ia means is the kdamental measurement of the extent of discrimination; as the degree of 

disparity of treatment increases, the merence in means increases. As ZTel  witness George Ford 

testified, the severity component of the Joint ALECs’ measure-based plan is a h c t i o n  of a 

measurement of the difference between the mean of BellSouth’s performaace for its own customers 

and the mean of BellSouth’s performance for ALECs. (TR-1188 ). 

Apparently, theview that the Joint ALECs’ proposedpenaltymechanismis flawed stemsfi-om 

the criticism of BellSouth witness Dr. William Taylor. Dr. Taylor’s premise was that the ALECs’ 

approach confbses statistical certainty with severity. (TR-125 1; Order, at p 162). Dr. Taylor was 

mistaken. The Joint ALEC plan does not compute severity with a statistical decision rule. Any 

conclusion that the ALEC penalty mechanism uses the same statistical yardstick to detect 

discrimination and measure seventy is based on a misapprehension of evidence stemming from Dr. 

Taylor’s palpably erroneous statement. In his deposition, Dr. Ford demonstrated conclusively that 

ALECs’ methodology does @ use the same statistical tool for both purposes - but BellSouth ’s does: 

Joint ALECs leamed of the dfference in interpretation described herein after the time for filing a 
motion for reconsideration had passed. However, because BellSouth’s motion for reconsideration is 
pending, Order No. FSC-Ol-l8l9-FOF-TP has not become final and the Commission is free to reconsider 
it on the Commission’s own motion. (See Order No. PSC-01-2051-FOF-TP7 issued in Docket No, 
990649 on October 18,2001). 
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The other area, I think, is the measure of disparity that the plans use. The BellSouth 
plan uses a parity gap calculation, which is the difference between the truncated z and 
the balancing z divided by four, which computes the volume proportion, and then is 
multiplied by sample size. As Doctor Taylor makes clear in his testimony, the 
difference between two scores doesn't tell you a whole lot. Because the z score is 
going to be a complex h c t i o n  of sample sizes of standard deviations of means. And 
mbtracting one fkomthe other does not remedy that problem. It d e s  it nastier than 
it is if you just looked at the z score itself. By taking the ratio of the two z scores, 
however, the sample sizes cancel out. (Exhibit 12, at Page 8). 

ByMr. Fudge: 

Q: Doctor Ford, do you agree with Doctor Taylor that the same statistical decision 
rule cannot be used to detect noncompliance and also be used to determine the 
severity of noncompliance for purposes of setting remedies? 

A: I think it depends somewhat on how you interpret that. I think that a subtraction 
of z scores [advocated by BellSouth] is not a reasonable measure of disparity, 
certainly not an accurate one. But the ratio of the z scores [advocated by Joint 
ALECs] becomes something other than the statistical test. It simply becomes the 
means difference divided by one-haKdelta times the standard deviation. That is a 
different -- you could spec* that without doing statistics at all. You could spec@ 
that disparity level. So I think that Zthe results of the statistical test are used in a way 
that eliminate the problems of using a statistical method to determine penalty, then 
there is no problem with that, because you could just as easily not use statistics at all  
ifthe statistical elements of the plan go away. 

But ifyou just take a first merence of the z scores then that, you know, that has all 
the problems inherent in using statistic sample sizes and all ofthat mess. (Exhibit 12, 
at page 53-54). (emphasis supplied). 

Severity as measured by the Joint ALEC plan is nothing more than the difference in service 

levels divided by one-half delta, multiplied by the standard deviation of BellSouth's service. This 

calculation is a statistical decision rule, as sample size is irrelevant to its value. As the difference 

in mean pedormance grows larger, the ALEC severity index gets larger. As the Merence in mean 

performance gets smaller, the ALEC severity index gets smaller. (On the other hand, the BellSouth 
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plan computes severity based on the subtraction of z-scores -- which are statistical decision rules -- 
and does not have this property). 

Nevertheless, it is not necessary for the Commission to accept the ALECs’ methodology in 

its entirety to reconsider its order and reqyire BellSouth to incorporate the concept of severity. 

Without conceding any need to m o w  the ALECs’ plan based on Dr. Taylor’s ill-founded criticism, 

Joint ALECs point out that even BellSouth’s witness described m adjustment that would meet bis 

objections and would retain the “severity component.” h response to questions 6om Stae Dr. 

Taylor agreed that the measure-based proposal submitted by Joint ALECs could be modir6ied to 

incorporate the features of BellSouth plan that he preferred. (Exhibit 7, at pages 32-33). 

S i d c m t l y ,  even under such a hybrid approach, Dr. Taylor contemplated that the quadratic 

equations of the ALECs’ penalty plan, when ‘funed’’ to satis@ his concerns regarding the payment 

levels applicable to each type of metric, would “float upward” to reflect the relative seventy of the 

violation. (Exhibit 7, at page 34). He specifically acknowledged that, its adjusted, the ALECs’ 

proposed mechanismwould avoid his earlier objection, which was that the ALECs’ plan (in his vim) 

used the same statistical decision rule to detect disparity and severity. (Exhibit 7, at pages 33-34). 

Dr, Taylor expressed his opinion clearly during the deposition: 

StaE 

Q: I’m now going to ask you a hypothetical about a possible compromised (sic) 
plan between BellSouth’s enforcement plan and the ALEC plan. 

A: Okay. 

Q: Suppose that the enforcement measures arethoseproposed by BellSouthwith 
compliance determined by the truncated z test statistic in which individual cell 
level compliance is aggregated up to the submeasure level. 
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Suppose that the measure-based penalty mechanism proposed by the ALEC coalition 
is used to calculate any penaltypapents resulting fkomnoncompliance service at the 
submeawed level. Under this plan, do you see any theoretical inconsistencies? 

A: Any theoretical inconsistency? Now, in theory, that makes - it’s possible to 
construct a plan which has that effect, Xby the ALEC meawe-based penalty 
mean the quadratic formulas that they use, ifyou were to adjust the level of 
the penalties using something like the BellSouth numbers for different 
measures to reflect BellSouth’s or sornebody’sjudgment about what measures 
are important and what measwes aren’t, then I think you’ve probably got 
something that would work. 

Is seventy that the Joint ALECs are proposing. I mean, it’s - but a lot of this 
stuffis and, you know, the function is increasing in - well, it’s increasing in the 
Werence between the z statistic and critical value. So, ifyou can tie it back, 
as the BellSouth plan does, to measure spec& penalty levels; so tune the 
quadratic so that the m a r d ”  papent  or the mini“ payment or 
something like that reflects those differences, then I think you might have - if 
not the best of both, you’d have something which has the structure of both in 
a consistent way. 

I mean, for the whole range of that quadratic make it go up or down to reflect 
the levels ofpayment that BellSouth has told you are, for particular measures, 
important as opposed to others. (Exbibit 7, at page 32-34). 

Both Dr. Taylor and Z-Tel’s Dr. Ford supported plans that would increase penalties with 

increases in severity. Both Dx. Taylor and Dr. Ford testified that the seventy feature could be 

incorporated in hybrid versions of the BellSouth and ALEC approaches. In a late-filed exhibit to his 

deposition, Dr. Ford illustrated one such hybrid approach, and nothing limits BellSouth fiomusing 

it or proposing another now. (See Late-filed exhibits 2 and 3 to Exhibit 12). There literally are an 

infinite number of indicia of severity that could be used in a measure or transactions-based 

perfarmance plan; all that is required of a valid index is that it (always) grow larger as the disparity 

in service quality levels between the ALEC and BellSouth grows larger. 
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There is no valid evidentiary basis on which to omit this “severity component” of the 

measures-based plan that the Commission ordered BellSouth to implement. The exclusion of such 

a relationship in the calculation of the penalty would have a ruinous impact on the efficiency of my 

performance plan. The Commission shouldreconsider its decision and order BellSouth to incorporate 

this feature. 

WHEREFORE, ZTelComunications, Inc, AT&T Communications ofthe Southern States, 

Inc., MCI WorldCom Communications, Inc., and DIECA Communications Company d/b/a Covad 

Corrpmunications Company request the Commission to clarify its orighal intent to prescribe a 

performance planthat incorporates apenaltymechanismunder whichthe amount ofthepenaltyvaries 

with the severity of measured discrimination. 

Altematively, the Joint ALECs request the Commission to reconsider Order No. PSC-01- 

1819-FOF-TP on its own motion and rule that BellSouth must incorporate such a cLseverity’’ 

mechanism in its performance plan. 
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Mcwhirter, Reeves, McGlothlin, Davidson, 
Decker, Kaufhan, Arnold & Steen, P.A. 
117 South Gadsden Street 
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 
Telephone: (850) 222-2525 
Facsimile: (850) 222-5606 
Attorney for 2-Tel Communications, hc. 

325 John Knox Road, Suite 105 
Tallahassee, Florida 32303 
Telephone: (850) 422-1254 
Facsimile: (850) 422-25 86 
Attorney for MCI WorldCom Comunications, Inc. 

V 

Catherine Boone / 
10 Glenlake Parkway, Suite 650 
Atlanta, GA 30328-3495 
Telephone: (678) 222-3469 
Facsimile: (678) 525-5673 
Attorney for Covad Communications Company 

William Prescott 
1200 Peachtree Street, Suite 8 100 
Atlanta, GA 30309 
Telephone: (404) 810-8990 
F a c d e :  
Attomey for AT&T Communications of the 
Southern States 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I E€EXEBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of Z-Tel Communications, Inc., AT&T 
Communications of the Southern States, Inc. , MCJ WorldCom Co"nications, hc.,  and DlECA 
Communications Company d/b/a Covad Communications Company, hereafter the Joint ALECs, their 
Joint Motion for Clarification or, in the Alternative, Suggestion for Reconsideration on the 
Commission's own Motion has been W s h e d  by hand delivery(*) or U. S. mail on this 3 9 @ day of 
October, 2001 to: 

(*) Jason Fudge 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 3239-0850 

(*) Lisa Harvey 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32309-0850 

Marsha Rule 
101 N. Monroe Street, Suite 700 
Tallahassee, F'L 3230 1- 1549 

(*)MS. Nancy €3. White 
doNancyH. Sims 
150 S. Monroe Street, Suite 400 
Tallahassee, FL 32301-1556 

Patrick W. Turner 
R Douglas Lackey 
675 W. Peachtree St., Suite 4300 
Atlanta, GA 30375 

Jeremy Marcus 
Elizabeth Braman 
Blumedeld & Cohen 
1625 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Suite 300 
Washington, BC 20036 

Catherine F. Boone 
S 0 Glenlake Parkway, Suite 65 0 
Atlanta, GA 30328-3495 

DuImey O'Roark, III 
Six Concourse Parkway, Suite 3200 
Atlanta, GA 30328 

Michael A. Gross 
246 E. 6* Avenue, Suite 100 
Tallahassee, FL 32302 

Richard Melson 
Hopping Law Firm 
P.O. Box 6526 
Tallahassee, FL 32314 

IDS TelcomLLC 
1525 N.W. 167* Street, Znd Floor 
Miami, FL 33 169-5 143 

Nanette Edwards 
Brian Musselwhite 
4092 South Memorial Parkway 
Huntsville, AL 35802 

DonnaC. McNdty 
The Atrium, Suite 105 
325 John h o x  Road 
Tallahassee, FL 323 02-4 13 1 

John D. McLaughlin, Jr. 
1755 North Brown Road 
Lawrencde,  GA 30043 

Charles Pellegrini 
Patrick Wiggins 
106 E. College Avenue, 12* Floor 
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Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Kelley Law Finn 
Jonathan Canis 
Michael Hazzard 
1200 19* St., NW, FiRh Floor 
Washington, DC 20036 

Laura L. Gallagher, P.A. 
101 E. College Avenue, Suite 302 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Messer Law Firm 
Floyd Self 
Norman Horton 
P.O. Box 1867 
Tallahassee, FL 32302 

John Kerkorian 
5607 Glenridge Drive, Suite 300 
Atlanta, GA 30342-4996 

Pennington Law Finn 
Peter Dunbar 
Karen Camechis 
P.O. Box 10095 
Tallahassee, FL 32302-2095 

Kimberly A. Scardino 
1625 Massachusetts Ave, N.W., Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20036 

Rutledge Law Firm 
Kenneth HofE"  
John Ellis 
P.0. Box 551  
Tallahassee, E;L 32302-055 1 

Wayne Stavanja 
Mark Buechele 
13 11 Executive Center Df ie ,  Suite 200 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

SuzanneF. Summerlin 
13 1 1-B Paul Russell Road, Suite 20 1 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Carolyn Marek 
233 Bramerton Court 
Frankh, TN 37069 

Kimberly Caswell 
P.O. Box 110, FlLTC0007 
Tampa, 3% 33601-01 10 

John Rubino 
George S. Ford 
601 s. Harbour Island Bhd. 
Tampa, FL 33602-5706 

Renee Terry 
13 1 National Business Parkway, # 100 
Annapolis Junction, MD 20702-10001 

Jefiey W d e n  
P.Q. Box 391 
Tallahassee, FL 32302 

Susan Masterson 
Charles Rehwitlkel 
B.O. Box 2214 
MC: F"LH00107 
Tallahassee, FL 323 16-2214 
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BEFORE TKE 
FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

h re: Investigation into the Establihent of 
Operations Support Systems Permanent 
Performance Measures for Incumbent Local 
Exchange Telecommunications Coqaaies 

Docket No.: 000121-Tp 

Filed: October 29,2001 
I 

JOINT ALECS’ REQUEST FOR ORAL ARG-NT 

Pursuant to Rule 25-22.058, Florida Anministrathe Code, Z-Tel Communications, Inc. (2- 

Tel), AT&T Comunications of the Southern States, hc. (AT&T), MCI WorldCom 

C o m . c a t i o n s ,  Inc., (WorldCom), and DIECA Comunications Company d/b/a Covad 

Communications Company (Covad), hereinafter referred to as the Joint ALECs, respectllly request 

oral argument on their Joint Motion for Clarification Or, in the Alternative, Suggestion for 

Reconsideration on The Commission’s Own Motion (“Joint Motion”) and, h support, state: 

1. In the Joint Motion, the Joint ALECs request the Commission to clarify Order No. 

PSC-01-1819-FOF-TP by articulating its intent to require BellSouth to submit a performance plan 

under which a penalty for poor performance increases with the increased severity of the poor 

performance. Alternatively, Joint ALECs request the Commission to reconsider, on its own motion, 

the decision to exclude the concept of severity fkom the plan. 

2. The evidence in this proceeding is highly technical in nature. Oral argument would 

assist the Commission in understanding and analyzing the parties’ respective positions. 

3. In the Joint Motion, the Joint ALECs assert that a “severity feature” is essential to the 

objective ofa meaningfid performance plan. A well designed performance plan, in turn, is critically 

needed to overcome BellSouth’s incentive to discrimitlate against its competitors. An issue of this 

magnitude deserves the Commission’s fidlest consideration -- including oral argument. 



4. Duringthe agenda conference ofAugust 14,200 1, Commissioner Deason encouraged 

parties to work out details ofthe plan, but acknowledged it would be appropriate for parties to bring 

disputes involving major policy considerations back to the Commission. The Joint ALECs 

respectfidly submit that the subject of the inclusion or exclusion of a consideration of “severity” in 

the penalty calculation presents an issue of major dinensions that warrants the Commission’s 

attention. Further, the severity concept is so fundamental to m effective p e r f o m c e  plan that the 

Commission should address it at the outset, rather than dwring a subsequent “review” of the plan. 

Oral argument would better equip the Commission to review the parties’ contentions in this regard. 

WHEREFORE, the Joint ALECs respectfully request permission to present oral argument 

in support ofthe Joint Motion. 
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